Trike Bike specializes in the manufacture and sale of 3-wheel tricycles for the children’s and adult’s recreational market.

The name “Trike Bike” is a protected and registered trademark in Australia, and the USA, and can’t be used to represent products which may look similar too but are not genuine Trike Bike’s.

We have received complaints from eBay users who have purchased non-genuine Trike Bikes under the mistaken impression that they were purchasing a product misrepresented by the seller, and therefore not meeting the same quality standards or performance/stability of a genuine Trike Bike.

By stopping the advertising and sale of unlicensed, infringing, and counterfeit merchandise, and by requesting that our business names, trademark and copyrighted material be used properly and identified correctly we are protecting eBay users from purchasing an unlicensed, infringing and counterfeit product.

Trike Bike has invested a significant amount of money to produce the photographs and text on our website and on those listings which appear on eBay.

These photographs, logos and accompanying text are copyrighted and any use of our copyrighted materials including photographs, text and logos without written permission will be vigorously prosecuted beyond what eBay may do to protect our sellers’ rights.

eBay will take appropriate action to protect Trike Bike as a registered participant in the VeRO program and will remove listings which violate our rights ensuring compliance with its own user policies, which include removing the listing from eBay, and sometimes, when there are repeated violations, prohibiting a seller from listing on eBay.

Trademark Numbers. 1380693, 2168335

Trike Bike (Australia)
Unit 2, No. 481 Scottsdale Drive
Varsity Lakes QLD 4227

Phone: +61 7 5522 0583
Email: bigm@trike-bike.com.au
Web: www.trike-bike.com.au